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TEXSLEEVE® TEXTILE PROTECTIVE SLEEVE FOR
HOSES & ELECTRICAL CABLES

TEXSLEEVE® is a revolutionary textile sleeve engineered and developed to 
provide superior levels of external protection for hoses and electrical cables.
The manufacturing process uses de-aerated nylon fibre and compact weave 
technology, providing a strong light and easy to install sleeve with 
outstanding performance.

TEXSLEEVE® has been tested and approved to International standards and 
can be used to prevent injury from failed hoses or cables, contain oil leaks 
and ensure excellent abrasion resistance in difficult operating conditions.

ABRASION RESISTANCE
TEXSLEEVE® uses compact woven fibres, they have been 
carefully designed to deliver high mechanical strength and 
resist the most severe external abrasion conditions.
TEXSLEEVE® fibres have a tensile strength superior to 
any other similar product and have successfully passed the 
abrasion test according to ISO 6945. It is due to Texsleeve’s 
superior technology that it is possible to obtain a product 
with a thinner wall thickness, which results in a sleeve
lighter, more flexible and easier to fit.

PRESSURE RESISTANCE
TEXSLEEVE® offers an effective safety barrier by 
retaining oil spills should damage or malfunction occur on 
flexible hoses during service.
Tests conforming to SAE J 343, have shown an oil retention 
capability 7 times better than any other similar product. 
(The sleeve holds 8 bar pressure for 15 seconds)

FIRE RESISTANCE
TEXSLEEVE® textile fibres provide excellent flame 
propagation resistance, enabling TEXSLEEVE® to withstand 
and pass severe flammability tests as conducted by MSHA 
(USA) and RAPRA (UK)

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
When assembled on a flexible hose, TEXSLEEVE® assures 
electrical conductivity values between 3 and 5 x 106 Ohm/
metre, a value that meets and exceeds ISO 8031 standard.

WORKING TEMPERATURE
+100°C ( +212°F ) with peaks up to +130°C ( +266°F )

TEXSLEEVE® is available
in the following range of sizes
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TEXWRAP™ TEXTILE WRAPPING SLEEVE, RESISTANT 
TO OIL SPILLS, ABRASION AND HIGH TEMPERATURES

TEXWRAP™ is the ideal solution when it is necessary to protect more than 
one hose or electric cables already in place or to replace old or damaged 
protective sleeves.
The simple locking system, made of high pressure resistant VCO (VELCRO) 
enables a tubular protection, that is easy to assemble, and can be fitted in 
various lengths. (Special version available with eyelets)
Manufactured in fibreglass and coated with silicone rubber, TEXWRAP™ 
functions in very critical conditions, with particular regard to very high 
temperatures, where it provides excellent protection up to +200C°(+392°F).

TEXWRAP™ is available in
the following range of sizes
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TEXSTRIP™ SELF LOCKING TEXTILE BELTS TO BUNDLE 
OR HANG MULTIPLE HOSES OR CABLES

TEXSTRIP™ is the ideal solution when it is necessary to fi rmly fi x a group 
of hoses or cables by a strong self locking textile strip, and /or provide a se-
cure means of attachment to a machine.

TEXSTRIP™ has stainless steel AISI 316 locking rings, designed for heavy 
duty industrial applications and is manufactured with the same materials 
utilized for the textile sleeve TEXSLEEVE®.

TEXSTRIP™ is available in the following range of sizes


